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We describe an efficient algorithm for computing two-dimensional stable and unstable manifolds of
three-dimensional vector fields. Larger and larger pieces of a manifold are grown until a sufficiently
long piece is obtained. This allows one to study manifolds geometrically and obtain important
features of dynamical behavior. For illustration, we compute the stable manifold of the origin
spiralling into the Lorenz attractor, and an unstable manifold in z3-model converging to an attracting
limit cycle. © 1999 American Institute of Physics. @S1054-1500~99!02403-9#The computation of stable and unstable manifolds for
vector fields is of direct practical use in applications, be-
cause these manifolds form boundaries of basins of at-
traction and their intersection gives rise to chaotic dy-
namics. So far only one-dimensional manifolds of vector
fields are readily computable, which limits the study to
two-dimensional vector fields. However, many interesting
systems, for example the well-known Lorenz and Chua
systems, are three-dimensional vector fields. In this paper
we are concerned with the technically challenging case of
computing two-dimensional stable and unstable mani-
folds of three-dimensional vector fields. Combined with
visualization techniques, this constitutes a new powerful
tool for a complete exploration of the dynamical behavior
of three-dimensional physical models. Our method starts
near a saddle point or periodic orbit and grows the mani-
fold as a sequence of closed curves until a prespecified
arclength is reached. We take special care of maintaining
a prescribed mesh quality, which is achieved by solving
suitable boundary value problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vector fields are the mathematical models of choice in
numerous applications. Of particular importance are vector
fields with a three-dimensional phase space, because they are
the lowest dimensional continuous time models that can ex-
hibit extremely complicated behavior and chaos. Well-
known examples from applications are Lorenz’s simple
weather model,1,2 Chua’s model of a chaotic electronic
circuit,3 and periodically forced oscillators; see, e.g., Refs. 2
and 4 and further references therein. The basic task is to
understand the dynamics of such a vector field. First one
needs to find all equilibria and periodic orbits, which can be
attractors, repellors, or of saddle type. The challenge is then
to find the stable and unstable manifolds of the equilibria and
periodic orbits of saddle type, because they organize the glo-
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wnloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to Abal dynamics of the system. For example, the stable mani-
folds form the boundaries between different attractors, and
an intersection between stable and unstable manifolds usu-
ally leads to complicated dynamics and chaos. Global bifur-
cations and routes to chaos can be identified by tracing how
stable and unstable manifolds change as parameters vary.
This makes it possible to gain geometric insight into the
underlying dynamics of the system under consideration.
It is generally not possible to find stable and unstable
manifolds other than by numerical computation. One-
dimensional stable and unstable manifolds ~of saddle points!
consist of two distinct orbits that can be computed by inte-
grating two suitable initial conditions. However, a higher-
dimensional stable or unstable manifold consists of infinitely
many orbits, and a finite collection of such orbits typically
does not give an acceptable picture of the manifold. More
sophisticated methods are needed, and we refer to Sec. II for
an overview of the literature.
In this paper we present a new method for computing
two-dimensional stable and unstable manifolds of equilibria
and periodic orbits in a three-dimensional state space.
This is illustrated with manifolds of the Lorenz system and
the z3-model in Sec. IV; see also EPAPS ~Ref. 22! for color
figures and animations showing how these manifolds are
grown. We stress that the numerical ideas presented in this
paper can be formulated so that they allow for computing a
general k-dimensional manifold of an n-dimensional vector
field. Here we only consider two-dimensional manifolds of
three-dimensional vector fields for the following reasons.
First, as mentioned above, three-dimensional vector fields
are an important class. In particular, we plan to use our
method to study transitions to chaos in the three-dimensional
rate equation model of a semiconductor laser with optical
injection.5,6 Second, it is natural to develop, implement, and
explain a new algorithm in a simple setting. A theoretical
treatment of the general case, including a proof of correct-
ness, can be found in Ref. 7. Important issues of data man-
agement still need to be addressed in order to implement
even the case of three-dimensional manifolds, and this re-
mains work for the future. Finally, by working in a three-
dimensional state space we avoid the substantial difficulty of© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Dovisualizing a complicated object in a high-dimensional
space.
We now introduce some mathematical notation. Our ob-
ject of study is a three-dimensional vector field
x˙5 f ~x !, ~1!
where xPR3 and f :R3°R3 is sufficiently smooth. The dy-
namics is determined in this case by the stable and unstable
manifolds of equilibria and periodic orbits of saddle type.
Recall that the stable and the unstable manifold of a saddle
point x0 are defined as
Ws~x0!5$xPR3u lim
t→‘
f t~x !5x0%,
Wu~x0!5$xPR3u lim
t→2‘
f t~x !5x0%,
where f t is the flow of Eq. ~1!. Note that the stable manifold
Ws(x0) is the unstable manifold of x0 when time is reversed.
The stable and unstable manifolds of a periodic orbit G of
saddle type are defined in the same way. To keep the expo-
sition simple we explain our algorithm for a saddle point x0 ;
the case of a saddle periodic orbit requires only a minor
modification as is explained in Sec. III E. The stable and
unstable manifold theorem8 states that in a neighborhood of
x0 there exist local stable and unstable manifolds W loc
s (x0)
and W loc
u (x0), which are tangent to the stable and unstable
eigenspaces Es(x0) and Eu(x0) of the Jacobian D f (x0) of
Eq. ~1!, respectively. Either the stable or the unstable mani-
fold of any saddle point x0 is two-dimensional. For conve-
nience we discuss the case of a two-dimensional unstable
manifold Wu(x0) in the sequel.
Our algorithm grows Wu(x0) in circles starting with an
initial circle on Eu(x0). Its important feature is that it com-
putes the two-dimensional unstable manifold as a mesh in
such a way that the quality of the mesh is guaranteed. For
each mesh point r on the last circle we do the following. We
define a two-dimensional plane through r perpendicular to
the last circle, and determine a new point on Wu(x0) in this
plane at a suitable distance from r . Finding this new point
amounts to solving a boundary value problem, which is done
by a shooting appraoch. The algorithm works when x0 has
eigenvalues with largely differing modulus, as well as in the
case of complex conjugate eigenvalues. As a particular fea-
ture we detect convergence to an attractor, which allows us
to compute the entire unstable manifold in this case.
The organization of the paper is as follows. We start
with an overview of other methods in Sec. II. The algorithm
is explained in Sec. III, and its performance is illustrated
with two examples in Sec. IV.
II. OTHER METHODS
There are three different ideas to compute a two-
dimensional unstable manifold of a vector field. In some
sense the most straightforward idea, which is also our ap-
proach, is to start with a small circle of points on Eu(x0)
around x0 and grow the manifold as a one-parameter family
of ~topological! circles. However, simply integrating a circle
has the disadvantage that this circle typically does not growwnloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to Auniformly in all radial directions. Since one can only evolve
a finite number of points on any given circle one quickly
encounters the problem that points drift apart, leading to a
mesh of poor quality.
Johnson et al.9 tackle this problem by integrating each of
a finite number of nicely distributed points on a circle until a
prescribed arclength is reached. This defines a new circle of
points. In a second step extra points are added if necessary
by using interpolation, after which the points are redistrib-
uted equally spaced along the piecewise linear circle to again
obtain a nice distribution of points on the next circle. The
procedure is repeated until a sufficient piece of the manifold
has been obtained. Since the dynamics on the manifold con-
trols the distance between the points on the new circle before
the redistribution of mesh points, not much can be said about
the accuracy of the interpolated points.
In the methods of Guckenheimer and Worfolk10,11 diver-
gence between points in the integration is avoided by rescal-
ing the vector field. In this way it can be achieved that the
tangential component is practically zero at each point along a
circle. This changes the dynamics, but not Wu(x0) as a set.
All these points are then integrated until a prescribed dis-
tance is reached to obtain the next circle. Again, a sufficient
piece of the manifold can be grown by repeating this proce-
dure. Their method requires that the vector field always has a
radial component pointing outward with respect to the last
circle.
Doedel12 computes two-dimensional manifolds with a
very different method using continuation. To start, he com-
putes an orbit of a prescribed arclength ~or arclength times
integration time! by integrating as the initial condition a
point on a ray through x0 on Eu(x0) very close to x0 . This
orbit is then continued with the boundary value solver of
AUTO,13 where the angle of the ray is the continuation pa-
rameter. In this way, the orbit sweeps over Wu(x0), which
gives very accurate results. A possible disadvantage is that
this method produces an abundance of mesh point near x0 .
Finally, there is the approach of considering the time t
map of the flow of Eq. ~1! for some fixed t.0, and use an
algorithm designed for maps. This is done, e.g., in Ref. 14.
Another interesting method for discrete systems is the one by
Dellnitz and Hohmann,15,16 who cover the manifold with
three-dimensional boxes. They start with a covering of
W loc
u (x0) with sufficiently small boxes that they obtain with a
subdivision method. In a second step the covering of
W loc
u (x0) is extended to obtain a covering of a first finite
piece of Wu(x0) in a particular window of interest. A two-
dimensional approximation of Wu(x0) can be obtained by
connecting the center points of the boxes in the covering
with triangles. The accuracy of the computation is directly
related to the diameter of the boxes, so that a large number of
boxes may be required. We remark that, in general, using the
time t map instead of the vector field itself leads to longer
computation times.
III. THE ALGORITHM
In this section, which is necessarily quite technical in
nature, we describe in detail how the algorithm works. TheIP license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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Doreader may find it helpful to look ahead to the examples in
Sec. IV. We explain all steps for the case of the unstable
manifold Wu(x0) of a saddle point x0 of the vector field Eq.
~1!. The stable manifold can be computed in the same way
by considering Eq. ~1! for reversed time. Only a minor
change is needed for the case of the unstable manifold
Wu(G) of a periodic orbit of saddle-type G, which is ex-
plained in Sec. III E. We finally discuss numerical properties
of the algorithm in Sec. III F.
A. The unstable manifold of a saddle point
In the present setting, one eigenvalue ls of x0 is real and
negative, and the other two eigenvalues l1
u and l2
u have posi-
tive real parts ~and may be real or complex!. We start with a
linear approximation of the local unstable manifold W loc
u (x0)
and use the fact that the forward orbit of any point on
W loc
u (x0) lies on the global manifold Wu(x0). It is known8
that Wu(x0) is tangent at x0 to the plane Eu(x0) spanned by
the ~generalized! eigenvectors of l1
u and l2
u
. The starting
data for our algorithm is a finite set of points on a small
circle in Eu(x0) of radius d about x0 .
The global manifold Wu(x0) is generated by computing
more and more discrete circles, each of which consists of a
finite number of mesh points. The manifold Wu(x0) is then
represented as the triangulation given by these mesh points.
Hence, adding a discrete circle corresponds to adding a band
of triangles to the computed piece of Wu(x0).
Let Cr denote the last computed discrete circle of mesh
points, and let Cˆ r denote the continuous circle obtained by
linearly connecting the mesh points in Cr . The key step is to
add a new discrete circle, denoted by Cb , at a particular
distance D from Cr . The problem is to ensure that the mesh
points of Cb are nicely distributed. To achieve this, we define
a linear foliation $Fr%rPCr, that is, a set of ~half! planes Fr ,
transversal to the last circle Cˆ r . We now consider the one-
dimensional intersection curves of Wu(x0) with $Fr%rPCr.
The choice of $Fr%rPCr has to be such that locally the inter-
section of Wu(x0) with each leaf Fr is a curve of sufficient
arclength; compare Ref. 14. In each leaf Fr we find a point in
Wu(x0) at distance D from the base point r by solving a
boundary value problem. This set of points forms the new
discrete circle Cb , which indeed lies at distance D from Cr
with nicely distributed mesh points. More details of this pro-
cedure are given below in Sec. II B; see also Fig.1.
If mesh points come too close to each other, or move
apart too much we update the mesh, which is discussed in
Sec. III C. The algorithm also detects and deals with conver-
gence to an attractor, and this is explained in Sec. III D.
B. Adding a new circle
As the first step we need to find a foliation $Fr%rPCr
such that Wu(x0) intersects each leaf Fr , rPCr , in a curve
locally near Cˆ r . A plane in three-dimensional space is
uniquely defined by a normal vector, and we define Fr by its
normal vector
~r right2r !1~r2r left!5r right2r left ,wnloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to Awhere r left and r right are the neighboring mesh points on the
left and right of r , respectively. Note that this normal vector
can be considered as tangent to Cˆ r , at r . The next step is to
find a point brPWu(x0)øFr at a prescribed distance D from
r . The choice of D is influenced by the local curvature of
Wu(x0). In fact, D is a guess and it is checked at a later stage
whether this guess is in accordance with the required accu-
racy; see Sec. III C.
The key idea is that the next point brPFr can be found
by continuing the following boundary value problem until
the required distance D is reached. We require an orbit
$f t(qr(t))utP@0,t#% satisfying the boundary conditions
f0~qr~t!!P Cˆ r ,
~2!
ft~qr~t!!PFr .
For convenience we denote the initial condition on Cˆ r by
qr(t), and the final point in Fr by br(t)5ft(qr(t)). The
trivial solution qr(t)5r and br(t)5r with t50 satisfies the
boundary condition ~2!. We continue this solution in the con-
tinuation parameter t while we monitor the distance
ibr~t!2ri . ~3!
Note that this distance is zero for t50. The continuation
stops when for some ~first! t0 we have ibr(t0)2ri5D . We
set br5br(t0) and are done; see Fig. 2.
In practice, we accept the point br(t0) if ibr(t0)2ri
P@(12e)D ,(11e)D# for some prespecified e. In the ex-
amples of Sec. IV we used e50.01. This continuation part of
the algorithm is performed in the procedure BVP in Fig. 1. In
the present implimentation we use a shooting method as a
boundary value solver.
FIG. 1. The algorithm GLOBALIZE in pseudocode. The procedure BVP is
described in Sec. III B, and the procedure ACCURACY is outlined in Sec.
III C.IP license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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DoAfter the computation of Cb , we need to check whether
the band of triangles between Cr and Cb accurately approxi-
mates Wu(x0). It is possible that Cˆ b lies too far from Cˆ r ,
or that we need more mesh points in Cb . This is described in
the next section.
C. Mesh adaptation
Our algorithm automatically updates the mesh after each
step. The following is taken into consideration to determine
whether the mesh is still accurate. First we check whether the
distance D from Cˆ b to Cˆ r is sufficiently small. It may be
that Cˆ b should be closer to Cˆ r in order to get an accurate
approximation of Wu(x0). Next, we check whether Cˆ b sat-
isfies the conditions for the mesh quality. If necessary, extra
points are added, or removed. The mesh adaptation is done
in the procedure ACCURACY in Fig. 1.
After performing the step in Sec. III B, both circles Cˆ r
and Cˆ b consist of the same number of mesh points. We
form lines from points in Cr to corresponding points in Cb .
If these lines accurately follow the one-dimensional curves
Wu(x0)ø$Fr%rPCr locally near Cˆ r , then we accept D as a
good estimate. Otherwise, we reject Cb , decrease D, and
repeat the step in Sec. III B. The accuracy of one-
dimensional curves is controlled using the technique de-
scribed in Ref. 17, which is based on controlling the angle
between three successive points together with the product of
this angle and the distance between the last two of the three
points; compare also Ref. 18. Our next guess for D is based
on these considerations as well. Since the angle is defined
using three successive points, we need to keep track of the
circle before Cˆ r in the data structure; see also Fig. 1, where
this circle is called Cp . Note that initially this circle has
radius 0.
Once we have accepted Cˆ b as a new circle at a proper
distance from Cˆ r , we check how well Cˆ b approximates
Wu(x0). The accuracy of Cˆ b is controlled by the distance
between neighboring mesh points. We prespecify minimal
and maximal distances between two neighboring mesh
FIG. 2. The next point br in the plane Fr through r is found by continuation
in t of orbits $f t(qr(t))utP@0,t#% starting on the last circle Cˆ r , and
ending in Fr . The point qr(t0) is uniquely defined as the point on the last
circle for which br5ft0(qr(t0)) lies at distance D from r .wnloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to Apoints, denoted by dF and DF , respectively. Let r1 and r2
be two neighboring mesh points in Cr , and let b1 and b2
denote the corresponding points in Cb .
It is most important that b1 and b2 are not too close to
each other, since then, in the next step, the leaves through
these points might cross at a distance less than D from b1 or
b2 . When the mesh points are not properly ordered, the al-
gorithm will be confused when it computes the next circle.
Hence, if ib22b1i,dF , we wish to delete a mesh point.
Therefore, we set b25b1 , and drop b2 as a mesh point in the
next step; see also Fig. 3~a!.
If ib22b1i.DF , then the mesh is not accurate enough.
We wish to add an extra point to Cb . For this, we first add
the point
rˆ5 12 ~r21r1!
to Cr . We next define Frˆ and compute brˆ by solving the
corresponding boundary value problem; see Fig. 3~b!.
D. Convergence to an attractor
In the event that Wu(x0) has finite arclength it may not
be possible to find points at distance D. Moreover, the arc-
length generally differs from leaf to leaf. Therefore, when we
detect convergence, we allow different D steps in different
leaves. This means that we let D depend on the mesh points
rPCr .
For a particular leaf Fr we find qr(t) and br(t)
5ft(qr(t)) during the continuation of the boundary value
problem. Recall that we are monitoring the distance ibr(t)
2ri until we find the point br(t0) for which this distance is
D. If the manifold converges, we may have that ibr(t)2ri
is always smaller than D, even for t→‘ . If this is the case,
we allow for different D steps in different leaves.
In practice, we put a maximum tmax on t. If we find that
ibr(t)2ri,D for all 0,t<tmax , we take the best candi-
date, that is, we set br5br(tmax), such that
ibr2ri5Dr,D ,
and Dr is as large as possible. This way, we assure a rela-
tively smooth decrease and increase of Dr along Cˆ b . The
algorithm detects convergence in a leaf Fr if the best pos-
sible new point br lies at distance Dr smaller than a pre-
scribed minimum. Subsequently, the algorithm stops com-
puting new points in this leaf. If convergence is detected in
all leaves, the algorithm stops altogether and reports conver-
gence to an attractor.
FIG. 3. Mesh adaptation by removing ~a! and adding ~b! leaves.IP license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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DoE. The unstable manifold of a periodic orbit
Only a simple change in starting data is needed to com-
pute the unstable manifold of a periodic orbit G of saddle
type. At each point r on G there is a well-defined unstable
linear direction vu(r). Both G and its unstable directions can
be found by looking at suitable Poincare´ sections. By choos-
ing a mesh on G, we define an initial circle as the set of
points at distance d from the mesh points r on G in the
direction of vu(r). Growing this initial circle is now done in
exactly the same way as for a saddle point; compare Ref. 14.
F. Properties of the algorithm
Our method is independent of the dynamics on Wu(x0)
without a need for rescaling the vector field. Also, we do not
require that the vector field points outward with respect to
the last circle, as is required in Refs. 10 and 11. When adding
new mesh points, that is, new planes, interpolation is only
used within the prescribed mesh distance, so that the inter-
polation error is always under control; compare Ref. 9. The
mesh is adapted to the local curvature of Wu(x0), so that the
number of mesh points is minimal without sacrificing the
accuracy. The speed of the computation is largely deter-
mined by the time needed for integration, which depends on
the dynamics. Solving boundary value problems is more time
consuming than integrating from a fixed initial point, but we
find that the algorithm is quite fast.
There are two main sources of errors in the computation.
First, there is the initial error that one makes by picking
starting data on Eu(x0) at a prescribed distance d from x0 .
Second, there is the interpolation error between mesh points.
The algorithm is correct in the sense that both these errors
tend to zero when the accuracy of the computation is in-
creased. For the rather technical proof we refer to Ref. 7,
where also the general algorithm for k-dimensional stable
and unstable manifolds in an n-dimensional phase space can
be found.
IV. EXAMPLES
Our algorithm does not depend on the dynamics on the
manifold. For example, it is not influenced by the ratio of the
eigenvalues of the linear part at the saddle point. This is
demonstrated in Sec. IV A, where two stable eigenvalues of
the origin differ by a factor of order 10. Furthermore, the
algorithm has no problems dealing with complex conjugated
eigenvalues, which is illustrated in Sec. IV B. There, we also
show how the algorithm handles convergence to an attracting
limit cycle. All figures have been rendered with the
package GEOMVIEW.19 Animations of growing manifolds can
be found via the link in Ref. 22.
A. The Lorenz system
The well-known Lorenz system1 is the vector field
x˙5s~y2x !,
y˙5%x2y2xz , ~4!
z˙5xy2bz .wnloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.171. Redistribution subject to AThe origin is always an equilibrium, and for the standard
parameters s510, %528, and b52 23 it has a stable mani-
fold for which the corresponding eigenvalues are ls52b
and lss’222.8. This stable manifold is known to have a
complicated structure, because it spirals into the butterfly-
shaped strange attractor without actually intersecting it. Note
that the z-axis is invariant and part of the stable manifold.
We compute Ws(0) using the following accuracy param-
eters. The vector field is integrated with a fixed time step
Runge–Kutta order four integrator, taking a maximum of
150 steps. The time step is 0.001 initially and is adapted as
points are integrated further away from the equilibrium such
that always at least two integration steps are taken to deter-
mine the next circle. The distance between circles is at least
Dmin50.01, and it is controlled by the accuracy conditions
explained in Ref. 17 (0.3,a,0.2, and 0.1,Da,1.0). We
start with an initial circle of 20 points at distance d51.0
from the origin. The distance between leaves is kept at a
maximum of DF52.0, and is at least dF50.5. The final
circle contains 885 points. The result of the computation is
shown in Figs. 4–6. For completeness, the one-dimensional
unstable manifold Wu(0) is shown as well ~computed with
FIG. 4. The stable manifold Ws(0) of the Lorenz system viewed along the
y-axis ~a!, with rotations about the z-axis ~vertical axis! of 40° ~b!, 120° ~c!,
and 140° ~d!, respectively.
FIG. 5. Two close-up views showing how the stable manifold Ws(0) spirals
into the Lorenz attractor.IP license or copyright, see http://chaos.aip.org/chaos/copyright.jsp
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Dothe package DSTOOL20!. Figure 4 shows four views of the
entire manifold computed up to about arclength 100. The
two close-up views of Ws(0) in Fig. 5 show the complicated
interaction of the manifold and the attractor. Obviously,
many leaves are added during this computation, but also
some leaves are removed as they come too close to neigh-
boring leaves. Both adaptations are illustrated in Fig. 6.
B. z 3-model
The following vector field is the z3-model21:
x˙5y ,
y˙5z , ~5!
z˙5ax2x22by2z ,
where a52.5 and b52. This system has two equilibria, one
at the origin and one at (a ,0,0). For this choice of param-
eters, both equilibria are of saddle type. We concentrate on
the equilibrium (a ,0,0) with eigenvalues ls’21.15 and
lu’0.07561.47i and consider its two-dimensional unstable
manifold, which converges to an attracting limit cycle.
As in Sec. IV A, we use a fixed time step order four
Runge–Kutta integrator, with a maximum of 1000 steps.
Due to the spiraling behavior on the manifold, the next circle
will typically be much more than 1 integration step away, so
we take the time step 0.01 and keep it fixed during the entire
computation. Further accuracy parameters are DF50.1, dF
50.025, Dmin50.01, 0.2,a,0.3, and 0.001,Da,0.1.
We start with 40 points on an initial circle of radius d
50.1. The algorithm first grows circles uniformly until the
manifold gets close to the attracting limit cycle; see Fig. 7~a!.
As there is slow radially outward growth near the attracting
limit cycle, it becomes harder to find points at distance D
from the boundary. When this happens, the algorithm allows
for a variable growth rate per leaf, such that the convergence
process can be completed; see Fig. 7~b!. The resulting mesh
is shown in Fig. 7~c!. We assume convergence in a leaf when
the D step in this leaf cannot be taken larger than 1023. Note
that the algorithm is not affected by the spiraling behavior of
orbits on the manifold. Even if the vector field points radially
inward at certain points on the boundary of the manifold, the
next circle can be found properly; see Fig. 7~d!.
FIG. 6. Mesh points are added ~a! and removed ~b! in the course of the
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